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In this time of the year when summer and monsoon coincide with each other and the
downpours quench the thirst of the exhausted earth, let us also rejuvenate ourselves by 
 gentle showers of knowledge and discipline with a resolution to get better day by day.

Shrey Raizada

Amidst a rustle of the memory leaves, the year gone by cycles like a dawn to
dusk sun travail. The present only reconfirms the faith that however dark the

clouds may be, the eternity of time shall move forward. 
Move forward beyond and across the silver lining holding forth the promise of

the torch that gives light to purpose and life beyond.
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Sandwich Day
A tasty &

healthy

Sandwich

is all you

want !

A Field Trip to Iskcon Temple!

Spiritual
experiences that
make a person

better are
always exciting!



"Mirror mirror
on the wall,

 who's the most
creative of them

all?"

Best Out of Waste

PRIMARY

Yoga Day CelebrationYoga Day Celebration

Poem
Recitation

In a place they call their

second home,

Oh, how these kids recite

amazing poems!



SECONDARY

Know  Your Teacher

Loves cooking,
embroidery and

singing!!

"Your responsibilities
wake you up, not your

alarm."

Favourite book -
You Can Win

Favourite author -
Sudha Murthy

Students of Secondary Section participated in whole lot of activities ranging
from I.T Day celebrations to Football matches.

 Children contested in various Inter-house competitions of Folk dance,
Instrument playing, Rangoli making with fervour and passion.

 

 

Boys U-14 Football Tournament
SCORE

organised by DPS Vadodara 

Celebrating future
Techies!

Evenness of Mind is Yoga
Not only the students but also the

Teachers at
 DPS Vadodara  participated in

Yoga Day Celebrations with utmost
zeal and zest.

सम�वं योग उ�यते

 Mrs. Prerna Somany
Sr.Secondary Business Studies teacher

What significance does your subject have in the present times, the era of
start-ups and entrepreneurs?

"As CBSE kept on introducing new subjects, including Commerce, it
ignited a spark within students to learn a new and different concept.
Commerce is a practical subject that teaches us things about business,
entrepreneurship,and hence the students' interest is ignited from there
itself."

What  inspired you to become a teacher?
"I was a born teacher although I didn't realise earlier but during my
college days I used to take home tuitions. Then again I applied at my own
college and they accepted me."
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Part of the DPS Family since '06



Before we place the actual content that Think! has to offer from the very first
article in this edition, we wish to satiate the curiosity, with respect to our purpose,
of any individual who has set eyes upon the page. In doing so, we would have
provided you with a glimpse of Think!'s objective - quenching your thirst for
knowledge while also enhancing your appetite for it. Built upon the ancient
Greek Philosopher Socrates' method of teaching, Think! propounds views, ideas,
and questions to prompt you to contemplate on their answers and rebuttals. 

Most important, our aim here is to go beyond the conventional academic
knowledge that forms the everyday nature of our lives as students and create an
environment fit for thought-provoking discourses involving abstract ideas,
intertwining disciplines, and even general inquiries.

We ask anyone who shares this dream of ours to play their part as readers and
writers so this initiative receives the opportunity to bloom into something greater.

Th ink !
Edition 1

April-May 2022

scientia et sapientia

Socrates-"Let the questions be the curriculum."

-Special thanks to Student Editors:
Kunjal Ningoo
Krati Saxena

Divas Upadhyay

-Devansh Garg 
Founder and Editor, Think!



Crossroads!

The Intersection of History and Literature
History and literature are intertwined in an inseparable manner. Here is how Divas Upadhyay

connects the dots between them.... 

Say to me oh messiah! what is the true nature of the Univ'rse? doth all's affect all's? is ev'rything
yond I studyeth int'rconnetct'd? 

"Yes mine son! The Univ'rse is yet a huge maze where one door marshal'st  on to another,
leading onto the holy Father himself!"

The present is but a consequence of past events and our thoughts and ideals are mere carvings
of the timeless works birthed from those events. The intersection of history and literature is an
intriguing one. Its existence is undeniable yet it remains, for the most part, oblivious to people.
From the tragedies that have veiled themselves in classics, to the pieces that induced in people
the wrath of revolution - the collective contribution of both disciplines is often glossed over.

History has always been the primary inspiration for literature. Johann Gutenberg's invention of
the printing press around 1440 was one such event. This was a transitional period for literature
as now its accessibility was widespread. The ancient texts from where the distinction between
literature and writing slowly emerged had transcended to a period of standardisation and socio-
cultural advancement. With the gradual rise of such a period, written pieces were also affected
ideologically. The tales of valour that fueled people's hearts with courage, the horrific sights of
war that have disturbed numerous minds and even incidents that resonated with individuals
have shaped past works. Writings of the likes of William Shakespeare and J.R.R. Tolkien have
their roots in History and Mythology and have yet to be obstructed by the barrier of time itself.
Figures from the non-English realm such as Leo Tolstoy were inspired from their personal
experiences of the world's harsh realities. Indian literature too evolved from ancient epics and
classics (such as that of Kalidasa) to the relatively modern works of Rabindranath Tagore and
Munshi Premchand during a crude period of imperialism.

While it isn't a surprise to see the old days ingrained in modern ink, has 'ink' ever written the
course of history? A deeper understanding of where our opinions on things stem from would
prompt the answer - yes. Delving into works as predated as the Epic of Gilgamesh (around 2000
BCE) and Homer's Iliad (around 8th Century) would present an understanding of people's roots
and cultures and even mould them to an extent. The latter was also a major influence on
Alexander the Great. Dante Alighieri's 'The Divine Comedy' of the year 1320 still persists in
our minds as the image of hell - the horrors of which affected the morality of many. Coming to
more modern times, literature has always been the spark for revolution. Tom Paine and John
Dickinson amongst others heavily impacted the American Revolution; while Voltaire,
Montesquieu and Rousseau did the same for France. India's freedom struggle too would be
altered without eminent figures such as Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay and Rabindranath
Tagore who helped instigate a sense of patriotism in the hearts of many. 

The link between History and Literature is a co-dependent one. History influences people to
create Literature which in turn influences people to leave a mark in History. These disciplines
heavily affect not just each other but also the thoughts and actions of our society.



Do you return the gun?
You ask your best friend for a rifle he owns- a beautiful and lethal weapon. He agrees to

lend it to you on two conditions: you must promise that you will return it immediately when
it’s asked back and you will ask no questions. A few months later he arrives at your house,

livid with rage- demanding the gun furiously. At a crossroad such, what should one do when
morality and reason do not see eye to eye?

                                                                                                           -Gauri Bansal, Class X-A                  

 Aristotle-"Philosophy begins with wonder!"

Musings!

We often create beauty with desperation. Our need for approval can be seen in the way we
perfect our strokes and in the way we change our raw lines to something more pleasing to
read. However, natural beauty is raw and imperfect. Aren’t the overly passionate, extreme,

flawed tropes the ones that move people? How do we define beauty? Does it lie in
perfection, or does it lie in contortions?

                                                                                                -Srishti Verma, Class XII-A

We humans have a discrete line between our thoughts and what we say. What if this were to
disappear? What if our thoughts stop being inside our brain but are spread in clear view to

everyone? Thinking would be the same as saying. Deception and lies will be impossible. All
that is felt is expressed. Love isnʼt hidden nor is hatred. Is it a virtue or a vice to our society?

                                                                                                  -Mustafa Bazi, Class XII-F

Questioning is the first step of learning, the limits of which exceed far beyond our
regular theoretical material. 

Here are some seemingly obscure enquiries of various students regarding the
abstract, encouraging you to dig deeper in the quest for the answers. Reflect upon

them without any constraint for your responses are not bound to the alienated
perspectives of right and wrong. Apply the Socratic Method and question yourself
till you reach an answer without contradictions, only then will you have found true

wisdom. Until then, O' humble Seeker,
Happy Musing!

                                 

In a world where we can’t trust our own people, can we trust someone whose existence is
unknown? Is it science that runs the world , destroys it and rebuilds it again or the unseen

power that resides up in the clouds?  Who shall we believe, or rather what shall we believe?
They say faith consists in believing when it is beyond the power of reason to believe, but does

faith really exist or is it our need for desperate help in the most unwanted situations which
makes us want the stories and the tales about the Almighty to be true?

                                                                                                         -Meera Merchant, Class X-D



People overweigh the chances and impacts of extreme low probability events like a plane
crash or getting struck by lightning. We look up at the media and carry around this

overdramatic worldview that draws us into misinterpreting the most dramatic and negative
answers to the facts in front of us. Knowing the human brain's disposition towards doing so,

how can we get rid of our cognitive biases? How does one master his brain and ignore
seductive temptations? Does the answer lie with psychologists or in religion?

                                                                                              -Pavan Singh, Class XII-D

The Richest Man In Bablyon

The money market - be it our economic indexes or the trendy cryptos that fill
our investments, is volatile and ever-changing (vehement exceptions are FDs
and bonds) but the rules of money mentioned in the book are placidly
constant. These are the pillars of economics and finance that have remained
eternally unchanged. Every teenager should read this  book to gain financial
literacy that isn’t taught to them by their parents. Today, money plays a very

important role in our lives and a is means towards greater happiness and development. It is a
tool and to be able utilize it, financial literacy is a must. The author has provided the laws of
money management in sober simplicity using various humorous examples that make the book
interesting and exciting to read. The author writes that good luck is enticed when people
become opportunistic to acquire wealth and are able to use the slightest of opportunities in
their favour. He also provides five laws of financial management: 1) Saving at least 10% of
the earnings, 2) Finding profitable investments, 3) Remaining informed and educated before
investing, 4) Investments that aren’t assessed properly or are done without any knowledge can
be adversary, 5) The absence of risk analysis or the wanting of fantastical interests can lead to
hazardous depreciation. With these laws, the desire to become rich and the absence of
procrastination, a person can become rich.

 (by George Samuel Clason)

-Varun Punjabi, Class XII-B
Writer, Finance enthusiast, Intellectualist

Goodreads! 
"Think! before you speak, read before you Think!" 

As they say, hard work pays off. We get called lazy or tardy; we want the best for ourselves
and yet we struggle in an endless cycle where guilt and fear of an ineluctable doom that
doesn't leave any room for a good night's sleep. Is this lack of effort brought about by a
weak motivation for our goals or mere tardiness? Or is it the cause of some deep-rooted

struggle we don’t talk about?
                                                                                             -Darshita Goswami,  Class XII-F

"An unexamined life is not worth living."- Socrates



Stephen Hawking, renowned cosmologist and astrophysicist, shows off
the fact that he’s a natural born teacher and that you don’t need equations
to understand the universe. Hawking’s fascination with time takes us on a
truly insightful journey through the depths of history and our universe.
What are black holes? When did the universe begin? What is the fate of
the universe? Hawking answers these questions and many more, in this
treasure of a book.

The Theory of Everything
 (by Stephen Hawking)

APJ Abdul Kalam continues to be an inspiring public figure even after
demitting the Presidential office. This book of his is based on the
questions that he received from the youth - in search of advice,
guidance and solace - which he answers based on his personal
experiences in the hopes of bringing peace, knowledge, inspiration and
focus in one's life. Foremost he talks about self-confidence and how it
plays a vital role in almost every aspect of our lives.

Forge Your Future
 (by APJ Abdul Kalam)

People with self-confidence induce confidence in others too. Setting a goal for yourself and
building an expertise in it helps build self confidence and achieve success. Then, he writes
about dreams and how one should never give up on them regardless of our present situation.
When you follow your heart and intuition, you realise what you truly want to become.
Next is time, a free force. One has to strike the iron when it is hot, because the time gone by
never returns. Time management is the key to success; we can't control it, but we can
navigate it. He says he would like the youth to increase what they can achieve in the time
available. He also talks about obstacles like failure, stating that there is no success without
failures which are just intermittent blockades on our paths meant to be crossed with courage
and conviction. Beneath the negative surface of our sufferings there is a hidden opportunity
for growth which can be unveiled with courage. The book acts as a roadmap for life which
one can turn to when needed and come away reassured that there is a way out of any
hardship. 

-Tanvi, Class VIII-H
Dreamer, Learner, Acquirer of Worldly Wisdom 

 

Most importantly though, he goes looking for a theory that may describe everything in the
universe. Hawking begins this phenomenon with a series of ideas from the history of science,
starting from Aristotle and Galileo and builds his way to modern theories of science like the
Big Bang, the nature of Black Holes, and Space-Time. Last but not the least, he poses the
question even modern science can't answer - how could we combine all our partial theories in
to a “unified theory of everything”? “If we find the answer to that,” he claims “it would be
the ultimate triumph of human reason.”



The Thinker is a bronze sculpture by Auguste Rodin, usually placed
on a stone pedestal. The work depicts a male figure of heroic size
sitting on a rock. He is seen leaning over, his right elbow placed on
his left thigh, holding the weight of his chin on the back of his right
hand. The pose is of deep thought and contemplation and represents
the creative mind at work. This is why, even though the figure is
seated, he is not at rest.

Socrates was a Greek philosopher from Athens who is credited as the
founder of Western Philosophy and among the first moral philosophers of
the ethical tradition of thought. The Socratic method, that forms the base
of Think!, is a teaching tactic in which questions are asked continually
until either the student gives a wrong answer or reasoning or the teacher
is satisfied with the student’s response. The method promotes critical
thinking skills and helps with in-depth examination of issues.

Substratum!

A Symbol of Thought... And Think!

Socrates - The Man Behind Think!

Swami Vivekanada-"First, believe in the world- that there is meaning
behind everything."

'I cannot teach anybody
anything, I can only make

them Think!' -Socrates

-Nandini Vindoza, Class VIII-H
Explorer, Science and Philosophy aficianado 

Hawking also introduces us to “Ideas about the universe” from Aristotle to Newton. He
explains how Aristotle, like the others in his time, thought that the Earth stood at the center
of the universe and that the Sun, Moon, stars and the planets moved in circular orbits
around it. Hawking elaborates throughout the history of this idea of how we went from
believing that the heavens wander around us to believing in other home planets like our
own. A truly fascinating read.

 From the Editors-
Thank you for reading Think!'s first edition. As stated in our objective earlier, through

Think!, we wish to inculcate in our readers a multi-disciplinary approach to life and
create a culture of looking beyond our regular academic textbooks. Through Think! we
wish to introduce you to great minds from around the world and help you discover the

joys of seeking wisdom. Looking forward to meeting you through the next edition!
"If we are related, we have, through these pages, met."


